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Introduction
The Platinum Label™  Fluoride Ion Measuring Device (IMD) is a robust, high performance sensor
constructed from an inert polymer material which incorporates an ion sensitive membrane. The
membrane is a crystal of Lanthanum Fluoride which produces a potential proportional to the
amount of fluoride ion in the solution. The Fluoride ion is complexed with hydrogen below pH5
and the electrode is subject to hydroxide interference above pH8, therefore accurate measurements
can only be made between pH5 and pH8. These sensors can be supplied as mono or combination
type devices and are available in laboratory (12mm) or industrial (¾" MNPT) configurations.

Recommended Applications
Drinking water supplies, dental products, Aluminium and Phosphates ore processing.

Specification
Membrane Type: La F Crystal
Measurement Range M: 1M - 5 x 10-7M
Lower Limit - ppm: 0.01
pH Limits: 5 to 8 pH
Temperature Range: 0 to 80ºC
Approximate Slope: -50 to -59mV per decade
Interferences and Selectivity Ratios: OH- = 10-1



Preparation for Use

Remove the Fluoride IMD from the packaging and inspect the electrode and membrane for any
physical damage.

Clamp the electrode and place the membrane in a solution of 100ppm fluoride standard solution
for a period of two hours, or until the electrode potential, when measured against a single junction
reference electrode, remains constant. Overnight soaking prior to use is recommended.

Calibration Procedure

Equipment Required:

1. pH/Ion/mV Meter
2. Fluoride Ion Measuring Device
3. Single Junction Reference Electrode (for use with Mono IMD)

Reagents Required:

1. Ionic Strength Adjustment Buffer (ISAB)
2. Standard Fluoride Solution (1000ppm)

The following commonly used formulations may be used for the preparation of standards as
above:

1. Ionic Strength Adjustment Buffer (ISAB)
Dissolve 57ml glacial acetic acid, 58g/l sodium chloride 0.2g/l CDTA adjusted to pH 5.5 with 4M
sodium hydroxide and make up to 1 liter with distilled water.

2. Standard Fluoride Solution (1000ppm)
Dissolve 2.2105g of A.R. grade sodium fluoride in distilled water. Make up to 1 liter using
distilled water. Prepare standards of 100, 10, 1 and 0.1ppm by serial dilution of the 1000ppm
Standard Fluoride Solution. Dilute each standard with an equal volume (1:1) of ISAB.

Method:
1. Connect the Fluoride IMD (and reference electrode if used) to the meter.
2. Switch the meter to the mV mode.
3. Dispense 100ml of each prepared standard (100, 10, 1 and 0.1ppm dilutions) into individual

250ml beakers. Ensure standards are stirred continuously during measurement. The stirrer
speed should be set to cause a small vortex to appear in the solution.

4. Immerse the electrode(s) in to each of the prepared standards, in turn, in increasing
concentration steps. Record the mV readings when stable.
NOTE: Rinse the electrode(s) with distilled water and blot dry between each sample.

5. Create a calibration curve on semi-log graph paper by plotting the mV values on the linear
axis and the concentration on the log axis.

6. Transfer equal amounts of the unknown sample and ISAB into a 250ml beaker. Immerse the
electrode(s) in the sample and record the mV response to determine the  sample concentration
from the graph.



Calculations:
As both standards and sample have been diluted by the same amount the result obtained from the
graph is the concentration of the original sample.

NOTE: Ion Meters allow multiple calibration point entry and provide direct readout of
sample concentration. Refer to manufacturer's instructions for specific method.

Interference:
Correct use of the ISAB will eliminate interference by OH-.

Care and Maintenance
If the sensor is giving an unacceptable response, is dirty or contaminated, the membrane should be
cleaned with distilled or deionized water. After dry storage, before making measurements below
1ppm, or if measurement difficulties are observed, lightly polish the face of the electrode using
light pressure and a rotary motion for 30-60 seconds. Rinse with deionized water. A smooth glass-
like surface is ideal. Polishing powder and a cloth are supplied with each electrode.

Storage
The sensor can be washed, dried and clamped in a vertical position in air (mono electrodes only).
Combination electrodes must be stored wet. For long term storage, place the IMD in the original
packaging.

Ordering Information

Z8069 Fluoride  Mono Ion Measuring Device with polishing kit
Z8071 Fluoride Combination Ion Measuring Device with polishing kit
Z8271 Fluoride Industrial Sensor with polishing kit
Z7618 Fluoride ISAB (1 pint)
Z7675 Standard Fluoride Solution (1000ppm) (1 pint)
Z8100 IMD Polishing Kit
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Electrode Troubleshooting

This section details possible faults which may be electrode related. If a fault is suspected on the
meter being used refer to the manufacturer's manual.

Problem Possible Cause Corrective Action

Unstable Readings Reference electrode junction Check electrode
dry or clogged Unclog junction

ISAB not used Use ISAB

Erratic Readings Incorrect fill solution in Replace solution
reference electrode

Air bubble on membrane surface Remove air bubble

Incorrect speed used when Slow down stirrer
stirring sample to form a slight vortex

Low Slope Values Defective membrane Check with manufacturer

Coated membrane Clean and/or polish membrane

Solutions may be contaminated Replace with fresh solutions
or contain interferents

Incorrect fill solution in Replace fill solution
reference electrode

Defective electrode Check with manufacturer

Drift Defective electrode Check with manufacturer

Membrane dirty, oxidised or Polish membrane
etched


